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Abstract
Discrete randomly distributed fibers are commonly used to improve the engineering characteristics of the soil and thus soil

properties such as shear strength, compressibility, density, and hydraulic conductivity. Most studies have so far focused on

describing the behavior of soils containing randomly distributed fibers under dried or saturated conditions. However, the

water table may seasonally fluctuate, thus generating unsaturated soil conditions. Therefore, a better understanding of the

hydro-mechanical properties of unsaturated improved soils is of high necessity. In this research, the shear strength

parameters of fine-grained soils were evaluated using the biaxial device available at Ruhr Universität Bochum. The applied

device was modified to test unsaturated fine-grained soils with various degrees of saturation using axis translation and

vapor equilibrium techniques. The experiments were conducted on fine soils containing 0, 0.5, and 1% fiber contents under

a wide range of matric suctions. The ductile behavior was more noticeable in samples with lower suctions and higher straw

contents. Furthermore, the shear strength of both unreinforced and reinforced fine-grained soils considerably increased by

an increase in the suction. Finally, shear band inclination increased by the suction while decreasing by straw content.
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1 Introduction

Discrete randomly distributed fibers are typically applied

for improving the engineering characteristics of the soil,

and consequently, the soil properties such as shear strength,

density, compressibility, and hydraulic conductivity. One

of the main advantages of using the above-mentioned fibers

is the maintenance of strength isotropy and the absence of

the potential planes of weakness that can develop in soils

with oriented reinforcement [36, 55]. Moreover, when local

cracks appear in a specimen, some fibers crossing these

cracks are responsible for the tension in the soil by the

fiber-soil connection, which effectively impedes further

development of cracks and thus changes the failure mode

of the reinforced specimens to a more ductile one with a

less distinct failure plane. An increase in the fiber content

leads to a greater number of failure surfaces, and surface

orientations are regular with a higher angle with respect to

the horizontal line. This behavior suggests that increasing

the fiber inclusion (i.e., the number of filaments per unit

volume) makes the soil more homogenous and isotropic

[59]. Freilich et al. [30] showed that the axial deformation

of the unreinforced specimen resulted in the development

of a failure plane, while reinforced specimens tended to

bulge, indicating an increase in the ductility of the soil–

fiber mixture.

Tang et al. [81] investigated the micromechanical

interaction between soil particles and reinforcing

polypropylene fibers. They concluded that the interfacial

shear resistance of the fiber-reinforced soil depends pri-

marily on the rearrangement resistance of soil particles, the

effective interface contact area (the area through which the
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soil is connected to the fiber, which is normally less than

the surface area of the fiber), fiber surface roughness, and

soil composition. In addition, Jamellodin et al. [45]

observed that fibers connected a group of particles in a

unitary coherent matrix, leading to an increase in the

strength properties of the soil.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photographs

of [80] also indicated that the bond strength and friction at

the interface seem to be the dominant mechanisms con-

trolling reinforcement benefits. Accordingly, the fiber sur-

face is attached by many clay minerals which contribute to

bond strength and friction between the fiber and the soil

matrix. Likewise, Jacob et al. [44] found that the adhesion

between the fiber and the composite matrix was a major

factor in determining the response of the interface and its

integrity under stress. The interfacial shear strength was a

critical factor that controlled the toughness and mechanical

properties of composite materials. Similarly, Tang et al.

[80] indicated that the distributed discrete fibers act as a

spatial three-dimensional network to interlock soil grains

and help grains to restrict the displacement. As expected,

this bonding network will reduce the liquid limit of the soil

as [43] reported for bentonite.

Many researchers have used natural or artificial fibers

(e.g., polypropylene, polyester, polyethylene, and glass

fibers) to improve various mechanical properties of the

sandy soil (e.g., [1, 5, 46, 51, 56, 84, 86]). Previous

investigations have also shown that the strength of the

reinforced soil increases by an increase in the fiber content,

aspect ratio, and friction between the soil and the fiber

(e.g., [1, 6, 7, 21, 22, 31, 38, 45, 48, 57, 63, 68, 69, 71, 80]).

Most published studies in the field of soil reinforcement

have generally proved that the strength and stiffness of the

soil improved by fiber reinforcement (e.g., [10, 11, 14,

18, 26, 33, 37, 38, 38, 47, 49, 57, 58, 60, 63, 70,

70, 72–74, 79, 80]). The experiments also demonstrated an

increase in qpeak (maximum deviatoric stress) in reinforced

soils in comparison with unreinforced soils

[12, 16, 17, 22, 26, 34, 61, 65, 80].

Based on the results of some studies, soils represent an

increase in the cohesion intercept and the friction angle by

an increase in the fiber content up to a certain amount of

fiber content (e.g., [3, 11, 21, 24, 50, 62, 69,

75, 76, 78, 89]). Natural fibers can be considered as an eco-

friendly alternative for soil improvement and may originate

from the stem, leaf, seed, fruit, wood, cereal straw, and the

other remains of plants. However, some aspects influence

the durability and performance of natural fibers, including

the part of the plant that is the origin of the fiber, the age of

the plant, and the fiber treatment method [35].

Qu and Sun [71] reported the reinforcing effect of the

wheat straw fiber on the strength behavior of Shanghai

clayey soil, and Li et al. [52] verified the feasibility of

combining SH-treated (i.e., modified polyvinyl alcohol)

wheat straw fiber reinforcement with lime stabilization to

improve the properties of the saline soil. They found that

SH filled the pores evenly distributed on the characteristic

cross-sectional honeycomb pattern of the wheat straw, thus

improving the water resistance and tensile strength of the

wheat straw fiber. Consoli et al. [15] added the randomly

distributed fibers to the cemented soil, conducted triaxial

compression tests on the mixture, and concluded that the

fiber reinforcement increased both the peak and residual

strength and changed the brittle behavior of this soil to a

more ductile one.

The slope of critical state line M is a function of the fiber

content of the reinforced soil [85]. It was reported that the

inclusion of a small number of wheat straw fibers into the

lime-stabilized soil could improve the intensity of the

strain-softening behavior associated with pure lime

stabilization.

Wei et al. [87] showed that the strength of the reinforced

inshore saline soil with the wheat straw and lime is higher

than that of the soil with lime only. The strength of the

reinforced soil is maximal when the fiber content is 0.25%,

and the optimum length of the reinforcing element is 10

mm (50 mm in diameter of the specimen).

Although the traditional soil mechanics idealizes geo-

materials as being either in a dry or fully water-saturated

state, there is a zone between the ground surface and the

groundwater table, where the soil is in an unsaturated state.

This zone is affected by environmental changes during

wetting and drying seasons through precipitation and

evaporation or evapotranspiration, respectively. Fredlund

and Morgenstern [27] described the stress state in an

unsaturated soil using two independent normal stress

variables of the net normal stress rnet ¼ rt � ua and the

matric suction w ¼ ua � uw with the total stress rt, pore
water pressure uw, and pore air pressure ua. The influence

of the water content on the stress state in an unsaturated

soil is basically considered by means of the matric suction,

which is applicable for describing the mechanical behavior

of partially saturated soils. The water content is related to

the matric suction via the Soil Water Characteristic Curve

(SWCC). SWCC is one of the most useful characteristics in

unsaturated soil mechanics and related to many geotech-

nical and hydro-mechanical properties of a soil, including

hydraulic conductivity, effective stress, and volume chan-

ges [28, 29, 82] and [83]. This concept is widely used to

capture the effect of the water content on the behavior of

soils located in the unsaturated or vadose zone. However,

how water content affects the behavior of random natural

reinforced soils is still questionable and of interest of

research.
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In the present study, series of biaxial shear strength tests

were conducted on materials with 0, 0.5, and 1% fiber

content with suctions varying from 0 (the saturated con-

dition) to 55,000 kPa in order to investigate the shear

strength parameters of the unsaturated reinforced clay

under a plane strain condition. Other experimental pro-

grams were performed to determine the basic properties

and the SWCC of the applied materials in addition to

biaxial tests. The SWCCs of the used materials are shown

in Figs. 4 and 5 in the form of the void ratio and the degree

of saturation versus suction.

2 Experimental program

2.1 Material

The applied materials in this study were soil–straw mix-

tures with different dosages. The host soil itself was a

composite of kaolin, a calcium-type bentonite (Calcigel),

silt, and sand. The physical characteristics of the adopted

mixture were determined in accordance with the DIN

standard. The adopted soil has a liquid limit of 20.5%,

plasticity limit of 12.5%, plasticity index of 8%, and the

specific gravity of 2.67. Table 1 presents the liquid limit

and specific gravity of this material reinforced with straw

fibers. This soil is classified as low-plasticity clay in the

unified system. Figure 1a, b shows the grain size distri-

bution and the Atterberg limits of the applied material in

the Casagrande chart, respectively.

Unlike most studies on the fiber reinforcement of the

soils, the selected fiber for reinforcement in this research is

a natural fiber, typical wheat straw (Fig. 2a), which is

available worldwide and is a non-hazardous by-product of

agriculture. The reason for choosing the wheat straw fiber

as the reinforcing element was its affordable price, abun-

dance, relatively high tensile strength compared to other

natural fibers, environmental protection (avoiding burning

in the field that pollutes air), and the like. Therefore, it is

advised to use wheat straw fiber as the primary reinforce-

ment and an alternative low-cost material for soil rein-

forcement. The dosage of the straw in this research varied

from 0 to 1%.

The applied straw samples in this study were collected

at the harvest time from the wheat farms of the North

Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. Most straw filaments were

pressed and flattened or opened during the packing process.

The straw stems keeping original cylindrical shapes were

discarded and not used in the tests. The width and thickness

of straw pieces were in the range of 4–8 mm and 0.5–1.2

mm, respectively. The specific gravity of the adopted straw

was 1.68. For the biaxial shear strength analyses of this

study, the fibers were cut to the lengths of 1–3 cm.

Although there are neither standardized testing proce-

dures nor systematic reviews for testing herbaceous stems

[77], many studies have attempted to analyze the physical

and mechanical properties of the wheat straw (e.g.,

[9, 39, 88], and other citations in this section), among

others, on tensile and shear strength which are of interest in

the present study. For example, Hornsby et al. [41], Pan-

thapulakkal et al. [66], and Pickering et al. [67] pointed out

that a large standard deviation was observed in the strength

and modulus of wheat straw fibers due to the large

Table 1 Specific gravity and liquid limit of soil–straw mixtures

Straw (%) Soil (%) Gs (–) LL (%)

0 100 2.67 20.5

0.5 99.5 2.67 21.5

1 99 2.66 25

2 98 2.65 28.5

3 97 2.64 37.8

Fig. 1 a Grain size distribution curve of the adopted soil and b Atterberg limits in Casagrande plasticity chart
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variation in the strength properties of fibers, which is

expected for natural fibers. Likewise, Esehaghbeygi et al.

[25] and Chandio et al. [13] reported a significant increase

in the shear strength of the wheat straw in relation to the

location (height) of the sample in the stalk. Moreover,

O’Dogherty et al. [64] found the same trend for tensile

strength. Similarly, Du and Wang [23] stated that the

maturity of the wheat plant affects the shear strength and

Young’s modulus of straw filaments. Young’s modulus

significantly increased by increasing maturity up to the

harvest time. However, fibers are collected at the harvest

time thus with the maximum strength in typical applica-

tions. Additionally, Galedar et al. [32] concluded that

tensile strength increases by an increase in the fiber area

(alfalfa fibers). O’Dogherty et al. [64] reported the tensile

strength varying from 22.7 to 31.2 MPa for the moisture

content range of 8–22% without observing a consistent

trend. Conversely, Limpiti [53] reported tensile strength to

be in the range of 32.5–37.8 MPa for the moisture range

between 10 and 65%. In addition, Du and Wang [23]

demonstrated the tensile of the wheat fiber to be in the

range of 30.4–52.6 MPa.

2.2 Adopted device and applying suction

The adopted biaxial apparatus in this study for measuring

the plane strain shear strength of the unsaturated material

was developed by [2] in Bauhaus Universität-Weimar, in

cooperation with APS GmbH (Wille Geotechnik), Ger-

many (Fig. 3a, b). The rectangular (prismatic) soil

specimen of this test had a height of 120 mm, a width of

100 mm, and thickness of 40 mm. The high slenderness

ratio was chosen to allow the free formation of the shear

band without reflecting on the end plates.

To measure volumetric changes for unsaturated samples,

a so-called double-wall technique was implemented, in

which the sample was mounted inside two concentric

cylindrical cells. In this system, both inner and outer cells

were pressurized by the same value of pressure during the

test. After calibration, theoretically, no volume change

(expansion or contraction) was expected from the inner cell

and the transport of the observed water inside the inner cell

during the test was assumed to be the volumetric change of

the tested soil specimen.

The sample was covered with a prismatic membrane

fixed and sealed to the bottom platen and the top cap

(Fig. 2b) through which air and water pressures were

controlled completely. The deformation was restricted

(�2 ¼ 0) along the long dimension of the cross-section by

two immovable side steel platens (i.e., the specimen had a

constant width of 100 mm). The loading system consisted

of a loading frame, outer and inner pistons, and a load cell

with the maximum capacities of 50 kN installed above the

outer piston and below the horizontal beam of the frame.

All produced data during the test (from the load cell,

pressure transducers, displacement transducers, and vol-

ume change indicators) were automatically accumulated to

the computer using data logging software. The device was

designed to apply suction via the Axis Translation Tech-

nique (ATT) up to 100 kPa, but in this study, the applied

Fig. 2 a The applied wheat straw and b placement of a prepared sample inside the membrane
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suction increased to 55,000 kPa using the Vapor Equilib-

rium Technique (VET) with small modifications.

The soil mixture was thoroughly mixed and blended with

1.25�LL water content to reach a soft and uniform slurry

mud. To have a good distribution of water in all parts of the

sample, the mud was left for 2 days and then poured into the

molds for drying. After drying in the laboratory atmosphere,

the samples were placed in the oven for 2 days to reach the

maximum dry condition. Then, the samples were subjected

to controlled humidities to absorb moisture and reach the

designed suction for the test. All samples were tested in the

imbibition path of the SWCC. Regarding the applied clayey

material in this study, the establishment of suction equi-

librium took a long time. To accelerate the process, first, the

samples got the determined suctions out of the biaxial

device and the above-mentioned setup procedure was con-

ducted after the occurrence of the equilibrium condition.

For this purpose, the samples were directly placed in des-

iccators with certain salt solutions for suctions in the VET

range. The equilibrium occurred when the weights of the

samples reached a constant value. After equilibrium, the

applied suction by the solution was checked again by the

chilled mirror in order to assure suction values. Regarding

the wetting path of the SWCC for suctions in the ATT

range, the samples received water to reach the designed

water content and its corresponding suction.

The same suction was applied to the sample after the

placement of the sample in the device and termination of

Fig. 3 a Schematic setup of biaxial apparatus, b a photograph of the device without the outer cell [2], c schematic setup of applying suction via

ATT, and d schematic setup of applying suction via VET (these figures are not scaled)
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the equipment setup. The applied suctions had a wide range

from 80 to 55,000 kPa. The ATT (Fig. 3c) and VET

(Fig. 3d) methods were used for 80 and 400 kPa, as well as

3000, 9500, and 55,000 kPa, respectively. The porous and

ceramic discs were considered to apply pore-air and pore-

water pressures (ua and uw) to the soil specimen. These

discs were fixed to the metal plate. Metal plates can be

simply replaced with other plates equipped with ceramic

discs with higher air entry values, enabling the application

of higher values of the matric suction and thus testing the

unsaturated soil in a wide range of matric suctions. In this

research, 100 and 500 kPa ceramic discs were used based

on the above-mentioned purpose. Several studies have also

utilized the VET method for controlling the total suction in

the unsaturated oedometer and triaxial tests (e.g.,

[4, 8, 20, 54]). For controlling higher suctions in the biaxial

device, the vapor produced from salt solutions with the

given molalities of various salts was circulated over the

sample. The top and bottom metal plates with four porous

discs were used, and saturated tests were also performed by

the same metal plates.

This condition was kept constant for 3 days before

shearing. The specimens were axially compressed by 0.002

mm/min (i.e., the strain rate of 1:6� 10�5%=min). The low

strain rate is vital for ensuring the dissipation of the

induced pore pressures during the compression stage [28].

As shown in this section, the shrinkage and swelling of the

studied materials highly rely on the straw content and the

sample preparation method. Samples with a higher dosage

of straw were conduced to a greater void ratio. Considering

that swelling occurs in the wetting path, samples with the

same straw content had higher void ratios in the lower

suction. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in

Fig. 4. Table 2 presents the void ratios of samples with

different straw contents and suctions. Figure 5 shows the

degree of saturation of samples versus suction for drying

and wetting paths, SWCC curves.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of straw fibers on shear strength

Figure 6a–d illustrates the deviatoric stress (rd) and volu-

metric behavior (�v) plotted against the axial strain (�1)

under saturated conditions with 50 and 150 kPa confining

pressures (r3). As shown, under any confined stress, sam-

ples with more fiber contents required higher axial strains

to reach the failure. The deviatoric stress at failure also

increased by an increase in the fiber content. The volu-

metric behavior of samples approved that fiber inclusion

can make the failure more ductile, which is in line with the

findings of many researchers (e.g., [10, 11, 26, 59, 80, 90]).

The effect of fiber reinforcement is more pronounced

when the strain in any strength test is increasing, implying

that fibers, if mobilized, play a role in load bearing. The

contribution of fiber reinforcement is more effective after a

certain level of shear strain, which is in agreement with the

results of [40] and [22]. At extremely small strains, the

inclusion of fiber reinforcement does not influence the

initial stiffness and the elastic shear modulus.

3.2 Shear strength of unsaturated soils

Figure 7a–c and d–f depicts the deviator stress and the

volumetric strain versus the axial strain for unreinforced

materials under three levels of cell pressure (50, 100, and
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Table 2 Void ratio of samples in the biaxial test with different straw

contents and suctions

Suction (kPa) Sat. 80 400 3000 9500 55,000

Void ratios for:

0% straw 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.39 0.39 0.39

0.5% straw 0.56 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.52

1% straw 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.57
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150 kPa) for saturated and unsaturated conditions with five

different suctions (80, 400, 3000, 9500, and 55,000 kPa),

respectively. The initial void ratio for each sample is pro-

vided in Table 2. The suctions of samples were applied

using methods explained in Sect. 2.2. Based on the results,

stiffness, peak deviator stress, and consequently, the shear

strength increased by an increase in the suction. The

material behaves softer if the suction is lower. However,

the strain at the failure point decreased by an increase in

the suction. The post-peak drop had a direct relation with

the value of the suction. The same tendency can be found

for specimens under the cell pressures of 100 and 150 kPa.

Figures 8 and 9 show the deviator stress and the volu-

metric strain versus the axial strain for materials containing

0, 0.5, and 1% fiber content for saturated and unsaturated

conditions with five different suctions (80, 400, 3000,

9500, and 55,000 kPa) under the cell pressures of 50 and

150 kPa, respectively. As depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 , all

samples (irrespective of fiber content and suction) repre-

sented contraction in the first phase of shearing and then

the volumetric behavior changed its trend and dilation

started slightly before failure. The same trend was observed

for all conditions (cell pressures: 50, 100, and 150 kPa and

materials with 0%, 0.5%, and 1% straw content). The

maximum contraction increased by an increase in the

suction although it decreased by any further increase in the

suction after a certain suction (mostly around 400 kPa).

The maximum contraction was affected by the degree of

saturation and straw inclusion. Reinforcement increased

the void ratio; therefore, a greater contraction was expected

for higher straw contents, which was observed in samples

with suctions lower than the Air Entry Value (AEV)

because soft materials and ductile failure allowed the

movement of particles over each other and contraction

could freely take place and maximum contraction was a

direct function of the straw content. However, straw con-

tent did not represent a meaningful effect on the maximum

contraction for suctions higher than AEV. This can be due

to the rigidity of samples which limits the displacement of

grains independent of the fiber content.

The AEV of the soil (Fig. 5) was around 600 kPa for all

tested fiber contents. As depicted in Fig. 10, shear strength

Fig. 6 Effect of fibers content on: a deviator stress versus shear strain at r3 ¼ 50 kPa, b deviator stress versus shear strain at r3 ¼ 150 kPa, c
volumetric strain versus shear strain at r3 ¼ 50 kPa, and d volumetric strain versus shear strain at r3 ¼ 150 kPa all under a saturated

condition (positive and negative volumetric strains show contraction and expansion respectively)
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Fig. 7 Deviatoric stress versus shear strain for unreinforced samples at r3 = a 50 kPa, b 100 kPa, and c 150 kPa. Volumetric strain versus shear

strain for unreinforced samples at r3 = d 50 kPa, e 100 kPa, and f 150 kPa

Fig. 8 Deviatoric stress versus shear strain at r3 ¼ 50 kPa with fiber content = a 0%, b 0.5%, and c 1%. Volumetric strain versus shear strain at

r3 ¼ 50 kPa with fiber content = d 0%, e 0.5%, and f 1%
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decreased for suctions higher than AEV (i.e., 3000, 9500,

and 55,000 kPa) as fiber content demonstrated an increase.

(The saturated condition is represented by suction = 1 kPa)

This is due to an inverse relation between fiber content and

the dry density of materials (Table 2). Based on the above-

mentioned findings, reinforcement played no role in

increasing the strength because failure occurred at the

extremely small strain in high suctions. However, as

illustrated in Fig. 10, fiber inclusion increased the shear

strength in suctions lower than AEV (0, 80, and 400 kPa).

The weak bonding between clay particles and straw fila-

ments allowed the movement of fibers among the soil

matrix. The mobilized filaments contributed to carrying the

load and caused an increase in the shear strength.

3.3 Shear band inclination

Suction and straw inclusion affected the mobilized shear

band inclination. As much as the ductility of the sample

increases, a lower angle is expected for the shear band.

Based on the obtained data (Fig. 11), by an increase in the

suction, a greater angle was obtained for the shear band to

the horizontal axis increasing around 15� to 20� over the

range of a suction between 0 and 55,000 kPa. (As shown,

the saturated condition is represented by suction = 1 kPa)

Cruz et al. [19] also observed a fully developed failure

surface for the unsaturated silty sand under a plane strain

condition with failure angles of 61� and 65� for suctions 50
and 100 kPa, respectively.

Additionally, the failure mode was considerably affec-

ted by fiber inclusion for the unsaturated condition. Unre-

inforced samples failed with a distinct and clear shear

band, and upper and lower parts of the samples were

mainly separated after shearing, while failure occurred in

several small cracks rather than a unique crack at the same

condition in reinforced samples. When local cracks

appeared in a specimen, some fibers crossing these cracks

were responsible for the tension in the soil by a fiber-soil

connection, which effectively impeded further develop-

ment of the cracks, and accordingly, changed the failure

mode of the reinforced specimens to a more ductile one

with less distinct failure plane. This behavior was because

increasing the fiber inclusion (i.e., the number of filaments

per unit volume) made the soil more homogenous and

isotropic [59] and [30]. The differences in the mentioned

failure mode are illustrated in Fig. 12, including three

samples under the same suction and cell pressure while

various fiber contents.

The results further revealed that fiber inclusion

decreased the angle of the shear band (Fig. 11). As shown

in Fig. 12, shear band inclinations were 69�, 68�, and 63�

for three samples with the same suction and cell pressure

Fig. 9 Deviatoric stress versus shear strain at r3 ¼ 150 kPa with fiber content = a 0%, b 0.5%, and c 1%. Volumetric strain versus shear strain at

r3 ¼ 150 kPa with fiber content = d 0%, e 0.5%, and f 1%
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but straw contents equal to 0, 0.5, and 1%. Figure 13 shows

how the straw filaments crossed the shear band. The void

ratio of the material is a factor that affects shear band

inclination. A decrease in the void ratio probably leads to a

greater angle for the shear band if other conditions remain

constant, indicating the reduction in the shear band incli-

nation by an increase in the fiber content (according to

Table 2).

3.4 Volumetric strain and angle of dilation

The angle of dilation (wd) is defined as the ratio between a

volumetric strain rate and a shear strain rate. For the plane

strain condition (�2 ¼ 0), this ratio can be written in terms

of the principal strain rates as follows:

sinðwdÞ ¼
�ð _�1 þ _�3Þ
ð _�1 � _�3Þ

ð1Þ

In this study, the angle of dilation was affected by suction

and straw content. Figure 14 shows the maximum angle of

dilation for all materials and conditions over the suction.

(The saturated condition is demonstrated by suction = 1

kPa) Based on the result, an increase in the suction led to a

general increase in the angle of dilation, which is because

the failure strain considerably decreased by an increase in

the suction; consequently, all volumetric strains happened

after a small amount of the axial strain, increasing the

fraction in Eq. 1. However, the opposite behavior was

observed for the two highest suctions, in which, probably,

the axial strain corresponding to the maximum volumetric

strain was relatively similar.

Based on the findings (Fig. 14), the straw inclusion in

nearly all suctions caused an increase in the angle of

dilation. This phenomenon can be described according to

the sawtooth-shape model for sliding. If we consider that

sliding occurs between two rough planes represented by
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Fig. 10 Shear strength versus suction for different cell pressures (the

saturated condition is demonstrated by suction = 1 kPa)
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Fig. 11 Shear band inclination versus suction for different cell

pressures (the saturated condition is represented by suction = 1 kPa)
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rigid sawtooth surfaces, the angle of dilation can be

imagined more physically as the angle of teeth to the

horizontal axis [42], implying that as much as the rough-

ness (or the angle of the teeth) increases, the angle of

dilation increases as well. The fiber surface was attached to

the soil matrix by many clayey bridges. Fiber filaments

could connect the two sides of the failure plane even after

the failure providing a rough sliding plane (Fig. 13) and

resulting in a higher angle of dilation.

4 Conclusion

This study analyzed the saturated and unsaturated shear

strength of the unreinforced and reinforced soil with nat-

ural straw fibers under a plane strain condition. Straw fibers

with different dosages (0, 0.5, and 1%) were mixed with

the soil and tested to determine the shear strength and some

other initial and prerequisite parameters such as the SWCC.

The following conclusions were obtained based on the test

results and analyses:

• Shrinkage reduced and samples with higher void ratios

were resulted by an increase in the straw content.

• More ductile behavior was observed for samples with

lower suctions and higher straw contents.

• The shear strength of both unreinforced and reinforced

fine-grained soils considerably increased by an increase

in the suction.

• The fiber inclusion reduced the shear strength of

samples with suctions higher than AEV while increas-

ing for samples with suctions lower than AEV.

• Shear band inclination increased with the suction, while

it decreased with the straw content.

• The maximum contraction increased by an increase in

the suction although it decreased after a certain value of

suction.

• Although the straw content increased the maximum

contraction for suctions lower than AEV, it did not

express a meaningful effect for higher suctions.

Fig. 12 Specimen after shearing at suction 3000 kPa, r3 = 50 kPa, and a 0%, b 0.5%, and c 1% fiber content

Fig. 13 Roughness of failure plane caused by straw filaments, fiber

content = 1%
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• The maximum angle of dilation generally increased by

an increase in the suction and straw content.
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